IS BRAVECTO SAFE - BRAVECTO ADVERSE REACTIONS - CASE NUMBER 002
Note from Admin: I have been requested to list the symptoms for the Bravecto...I will only list what I
have observed from the beginning of my nightmare...It may appear doggie is just having an "off
colour day"...Please remember these are subtle in the beginning and very hard to pinpoint..I just
knew a "Doggie Flu" was not spreading around three Poms for over 6 weeks..so I started to document
all happenings times,days etc until I had a pattern.....

1. Possible lethargy and lack of interest in food,
2. Feels very warm to touch in head and tummy even on a cold night.
3. Starts drinking fluids like an addictive substance.
4. Craves certain grass to eat to the point of grazing like a goat or cow
I have experienced up to 10 minutes non stop.
5. Vomiting and yellow bile ( normally put down by my vet to an empty
stomach).
6. Very loose stools developing through to liquid, yellow colouring then
developed ONE Diva bleeding and throwing up tiny spots of blood.
7. Runny eyes, nose ( dripping), sneezing and a mild cough occasionally
( Vet put this down to a doggie virus/flu)
8. Angry, agitated and just plain grumpy in demeanour.
9. Needing a lot of personal time out and rejecting cuddles..( never heard
of in my house as they are all cuddle bunnies)
10. Licking at their paws for no known or obvious reason
11. The eyes are always watery
12. Generally my three boisterous munckins were not themselves
13.Frequent urination...unable to hold bladder and peeing a lot .they run to
go to the toilet outside and have to just squat where they are...all
WERE house trained.
14.They all are most of the time 24/7 panting in a rapid and shallow
manner, even in the cool of the night or early hours..if I check tummies
they are not even deep breathing .
15. Urine is excessively strong in aroma, has even stripped some varnish
off my polished timber floors.
16. They started to develop a slight pungent aroma around their heads
and ears, it eventually started to smell like some form of chemical.

17. One diva has become so hyper active on and off like she does not
know what to do with herself..barking, donut dancing and generally
she does settle down within about 5 mins..this one is normally pretty
much a lay back Pom....
18. Compulsive foot licking for no apparent reason..Amity is a shocker
with this exercise the other two divas not so much.

Pictures of the adverse reactions
on page 3 of this document

